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Max Yampolsky, CEO at One Click Crypto.

It's hard to believe that another year went by, and what a ride it was. Wars, record-high inflation, crypto domino
effects, rise and falls of multi-billion dollar companies. After all these setbacks, the Web3 industry is ready to
transition to its next level of sophistication. And having the best sources of knowledge of this everchanging
framework will be critical to thrive in the new digital economy.

In 2022, our team has been dedicated to bringing you the most comprehensive and up-to-date information on
the world of cryptocurrency. In this report, we have compiled a range of topics that will be useful for you to reflect
on this year, get informed on the current trends, and prepare for what’s to come in 2023.

Here’s the outline of the report:

● Market Summary - the current state of crypto, DeFi, in the global landscape
● 2022 Year in Review - key events and developments from the recent year
● 2023 Outlook - key trends for the upcoming year
● Company Updates - our transformative journey this year, plans for Q1, and AI performance data

In the December 2022 One Click Crypto Report you will find:
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Part 1: Market Summary

1.1 The State of Crypto in December 2022

Total Crypto Market Cap
In December the global crypto market cap declined by -5.73% to $759B. The sharpest decline was recorded
between Dec 14 and Dec 17, when FUD around CEXs proof of reserves (PoR) data raised questions, specifically
those of Binance, which saw increased outflows earlier the same week.

Source: One Click Crypto Research

Binance saw an outflow of 75,837 BTC between Dec 12 and Dec 18 for a total of -$6.28Bn in withdrawals.
Meanwhile, Mazars, a global accounting firm, has halted all work with its cryptocurrency clients, including
Binance, KuCoin, and Crypto.com, citing concerns about how the public understands its proof-of-reserves reports.

Source: CoinGlass
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https://medium.com/oneclickcrypto/crypto-weekly-031-binance-in-trouble-or-not-f5aea82c5cb9#:~:text=FUD%20among%20investors%20and%20considerable%20CEX%20outflows
https://oneclick.fi/research
https://www.reuters.com/business/finance/crypto-exchange-ftx-saw-6-bln-withdrawals-72-hours-ceo-message-staff-2022-11-08/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/12/16/mazars-suspends-all-work-with-crypto-clients-including-binance-cryptocom.html
https://www.coinglass.com/Balance
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Breakdown Of The Cryptocurrency Market
The bulk of cryptocurrencies declined in December, with BNB being one of the biggest losers (-17.98%) of those
coins with a significantly large Mcap. Depending on the source, Bitcoin dropped between -5% and -2%, while
Ethereum lost about -7.31%. Dogecoin (DOGE) crashed by -30.39%.

Total cryptocurrency market cap for December 2022 (taken on Dec 31 at 12:00 UTC). Source: TradingView

Five Gainers Among The Top 50 Coins
Out of the top 50 cryptocurrencies by Mcap there were 5 gainers, with Toncoin (TON) surging by +20.21% and
OKB rallying +16.35%. One of the oldest crypto coins, Monero (XMR) also had a green month with a +2.21% ROI.

Source: CoinCodex

Disclaimer: This is not financial advice. This report is strictly educational and does not provide investment advice, solicit the purchase or sale of
any assets, or encourage readers to make financial decisions. Please use caution and conduct independent research.
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https://www.tradingview.com/markets/cryptocurrencies/global-charts/
https://coincodex.com/
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The State of Bitcoin in December 2022
Bitcoin currently accounts for 39.95% of the total market cap of crypto. With that much dominance and the fact
that almost all other currencies follow the trend of BTC, it is important to analyze its performance.

200-Week Moving Average Heatmap

In December Bitcoin broke below its 200-week moving average, which rose concerns to some analysts. The first
weeks of 2023 will be critical to determine if this bearish indicator will have a larger impact.

Source: Blockchain.com

Miners Revenue
In 2022, Bitcoin miners' revenue dropped substantially from over $50M to below $20M, with several key mining
companies going bankrupt with Core Scientific being the latest on (Dec 20, 2022).

Source: Blockchain.com
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https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/#:~:text=Major%20Cryptoassets%20By%20Percentage%20of%20Total%20Market%20Capitalization%20(Bitcoin%20Dominance%20Chart)
https://beincrypto.com/bitcoin-btc-has-never-done-it-before-4-red-quarters/
https://www.blockchain.com/explorer/charts/200w-moving-avg-heatmap
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/12/20/bitcoin-miner-core-scientific-filing-for-bankruptcy-will-keep-mining.html
https://www.blockchain.com/explorer/charts/miners-revenue
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Hash Rate
Bitcoin’s hash rate experienced a stress test on Dec 25, when due to cold temperatures in the US caused, miners
were forced to stop operation for some time, causing a -40% plunge in the network’s hash rate, which was quickly
recovered several days later. Overall, there were no serious concerns about a 51% attack on Bitcoin in 2022.

Source: Blockchain.com

Bitcoin 7-Day MA Realized Profit/Loss Ratio Sets New All-Time Low
According to Glassnode’s weekly report, the realized profit/loss ratio has assumed its lowest value ever recently,
indicating that even long-term holders were hit by 2022’s crypto winter.

Source: Glassnode
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https://medium.com/oneclickcrypto/crypto-weekly-032-zero-network-fees-on-defi-733ea42a0234#:~:text=Bitcoin%E2%80%99s%20Hashrate%20Recovers%20From%2040%25%20Plunge
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/1/51-attack.asp#:~:text=4-,What%20Is%20a%2051%25%20Attack%3F,total%20hashing%20or%20validating%20power.
https://www.blockchain.com/explorer/charts/hash-rate
https://newsbtc.com/news/bitcoin/glassnode-bitcoin-realized-14x-losses-profits-recently/
https://glassnode.com/
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1.2 The State of DeFi in December 2022

Total value locked
The DeFi market got a further discount of -15.89% in December. This marks the end of a difficult year for the
whole cryptocurrency market. Still, DeFi remains the core for true Blockchain-powered financial systems, and
according to hedge fund managers, this year was a philosophical win for the technology, as the problems of
TradFi systems in crypto were exposed, and the necessity of true decentralization got clearer.

Source: One Click Crypto Research

Breakdown:
Among the leading DeFi protocols by Mcap, MakerDAO and Lido remain dominant at around 15.23% each, while
AAVE accounts for 9.87% of DeFi’s TVL.

Source: DefiLlama
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https://panteracapital.com/blockchain-letter/the-need-for-trustless-systems/#_ftnref3
https://oneclick.fi/research
https://defillama.com/
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Ethereum In December 2022

Ethereum’s Correlation To Bitcoin And SP500
Ethereum reached a correlation of ~96% to Bitcoin and 87% to SP500 at the end of the year.

Source: One Click Crypto Research

Peak of Daily Active Addresses
In December, the Ethereum network reached a peak of active addresses of 1,48M, while the total number of ETH
addresses kept increasing steadily throughout the year.
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https://oneclick.fi/research
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DEXs Volume:
In December, the volume of decentralized exchanges (DEXs) dropped from $104.8B to $44.62B (-57.4%). While the
FTX collapse in November increased interest in DeFi, there is still a barrier to consistent inflow month-to-month.

YTD monthly DEXs volume. Source: DefiLlama

Most Profitable Protocols From Fees/Revenue
Among the 10 most profitable protocols for December are Lido with $25.49M in revenue and Convex Finance with
$10.24M in earnings. Aura Finance which is in tenth place has generated around $1.40M in income.

The most profitable protocols by total revenue in the last 30 days. Source: Messari

Disclaimer: This is not financial advice. This report is strictly educational and does not provide investment advice, solicit the purchase or sale of

any assets, or encourage readers to make financial decisions. Please use caution and conduct independent research.
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https://defillama.com/dexs
https://messari.io/protocol-explorer/all-protocols?view=revenue
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Stablecoins Circulation
Ethereum remains the leading blockchain for stable coins with a 62.13% market share, followed by the Tron
network at 24.39%. The total market cap of stablecoins is $137.92B as of December 2022.

Source: DefiLlama

Low Mcap Good Performers
While the DeFi declined in volume and TVL, there were a few good performers with a lower market cap. Mento,
an automated market maker (AMM) type of DEX within the Celo platform, rose by +76.94% in December.

Source: DefiLlama

DeFi Raises Continue
Meanwhile, the total funding amount in DeFi has reached $91.12B, with 2022 bringing $21.28B. That’s less than the
sum Q3-Q4 2021 but is still above previous years, indicating that the bear market didn’t stop VCs from investing.

Source: DefiLlama

More Metrics To Look At In The Near Future
DeFi analyst tools are growing in popularity, and we’re expecting several new software to be released in Q1, 2023,
like DefiLlama’s risk assessment kit.
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https://defillama.com/stablecoins
https://mento.finance/
https://defillama.com/?minTvl=100000000&maxTvl=140000000
https://defillama.com/raises
https://medium.com/oneclickcrypto/crypto-weekly-032-zero-network-fees-on-defi-733ea42a0234#:~:text=a%20data%20aggregator%2C-,has%20announced,-the%20release%20of
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1.3 The State of Centralized Exchanges in December 2022

Proof-of-Reserves
After November, centralized exchanges initiated a campaign for more transparency, starting with Binance and
their proof-of-reserves announcement. Other exchanges like Crypto.com followed while critiques of the system
shared their concerns about the lack of “real transparency” on the number of liabilities.

Binance’s PoR shows that the CEX has a net worth of $53.48B.  Source: Glassnode

Analyst firms quickly released comprehensive tools to monitor PoR. Our top three picks are:

1) Nansen’s Entities 2) Glassnode’s PoR Dashboard and 3) DefiLlama’s CEX Transparency

Circulating supply of BTC & ETH on CEXs
Another interesting trend is the outflows of Bitcoins and Ethers from centralized exchanges. In 2022 the
circulating supply on CEXs’ BTC dropped by 482k while 6.90M ETH was moved out.

Source: CryptoQuant

Disclaimer: This is not financial advice. This report is strictly educational and does not provide investment advice, solicit the purchase or sale of
any assets, or encourage readers to make financial decisions. Please use caution and conduct independent research.
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https://www.binance.com/en/support/announcement/binance-releases-proof-of-reserves-system-0c7a786cbe8c4e108f3301385ab61e39
https://medium.com/oneclickcrypto/028-crypto-weekly-gold-and-crypto-rally-exchanges-fight-over-por-f3e52e39f3e9#:~:text=%E2%80%9CProof%20of%20Reserves%20Is%20Pointless%20Without%20Liabilities%E2%80%9D%20%E2%80%94%20Kraken%E2%80%99s%20Jesse%20Powell
https://studio.glassnode.com/dashboards/proof-of-reserves
https://portfolio.nansen.ai/entities
https://studio.glassnode.com/dashboards/proof-of-reserves
https://defillama.com/cexs
https://cryptoquant.com/asset/btc/chart/exchange-flows/exchange-reserve?exchange=all_exchange&window=DAY&sma=0&ema=0&priceScale=log&metricScale=linear&chartStyle=line
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1.4 The State of The World’s Economy in December 2022
The cryptocurrency market remains a small fraction (0.83%) of the world's economy. Therefore, it is essential to
pay attention to macro trends and the correlation between decentralized and traditional assets.

Global Inflation
On a global scale the economy looks grim with the average inflation in the world reaching 7.4% in 2022.

Sources: Trading Economics on the left and Financial Times on the right.

Long-term Interest Rates
In an effort to reduce inflation, governments from all around the world have raised interest rates, with countries
like the US breaking 30-year old record hikes earlier this year.

Source
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https://www.statista.com/statistics/256598/global-inflation-rate-compared-to-previous-year/
https://tradingeconomics.com/country-list/inflation-rate
https://www.ft.com/content/088d3368-bb8b-4ff3-9df7-a7680d4d81b2
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/06/15/fed-hikes-its-benchmark-interest-rate-by-three-quarters-of-a-point-the-biggest-increase-since-1994.html
https://data.oecd.org/interest/long-term-interest-rates.htm
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Commodity Markets
During December, the commodity market had a contrast performance with Gasoline and Heating Oil leading the
ranking at +6.32% and +2.53% gain respectively, while Natural gas dropped by -33.09%.

Source: Trading Economics

Bitcoin vs. Gold
In 2022 the Bitcoin to Gold ratio dropped to a low of 9.162.

Source: Longtermtrends

Bitcoin vs. the US, Europe, and China Index Funds

During the 2022 recession everything went down, but crypto, led by BTC experienced a sharper decline.

Source: GoogleFinance
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https://tradingeconomics.com/commodities
https://www.longtermtrends.net/bitcoin-vs-gold/
https://www.google.com/finance/quote/BTC-USD?hl=en&window=YTD&comparison=INDEXSP%3A.INX%2CSHA%3A000001%2CINDEXEURO%3AN100
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Part 2: Research

2.1 Crypto In 2022. A Year In Review
Some describe 2022 as the worst year in crypto’s history, but it is just another piece from the cyclical pattern that
shapes this revolutionary technology. The 2022 crypto winter is comparable to the 2014/2015 decline but is still far
from 2018/2019 and 2019/2020 market bottoms.

The 2022 Bear Market Drawdown vs. Previous Crypto Cycles. Contributor: One Click Crypto Research

In 2022, cryptocurrencies faced many obstacles, ranging from global macro events to black swans, such as the
Terra ecosystem collapse and the bankruptcy of the FTX exchange.

However, the industry remained resilient and continued to progress. There are more Web3 trends to look forward
to in the coming year than ever.

This article is divided into two parts. In the first section, we will analyze the macro state of the market, and then
we will examine each quarter individually in greater depth.

Disclaimer: This is not financial advice. This report is strictly educational and does not provide investment advice, solicit the purchase or sale of
any assets, or encourage readers to make financial decisions. Please use caution and conduct independent research.
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https://oneclick.fi/research
https://medium.datadriveninvestor.com/9-hidden-web3-trends-to-watch-in-2023-841bcfb9f295
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The Macro State Of Crypto In 2022

Global Market Cap
At the beginning of the year, the cryptocurrency market had already lost -29.99% from its peak in November 2021.
During the dire economic conditions, the global market cap stayed within the $1.57T — $2.26T range until April,
when the collapse of the Terra(LUNA) ecosystem shook the whole industry, erasing -61.53% ($1.31T) from the
market in 80 days.

The landscape of events that shaped the crypto market in 2022. Contributor: One Click Crypto Research

After the Terra Domino Effect had nearly lost all its momentum and the industry was in a “rebuilding” mode with
market prices consolidating, we were hit with another black swan event — the FTX exchange collapsed.

The global cryptocurrency market went down by -$1.47T in 2022 in total.

Disclaimer: This is not financial advice. This report is strictly educational and does not provide investment advice, solicit the purchase or sale of
any assets, or encourage readers to make financial decisions. Please use caution and conduct independent research.
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Crypto Market Cycles: Why The 2022 Bear Market Was Inevitable
The average length of a crypto market cycle is four years. The industry is still new, with the first decentralized
currency, Bitcoin, created in 2009, meaning that cycle lengths will likely change over time.

What we can learn from previous market cycles is that crypto always grew sustainably after each bear period. One
event that played a critical role in the last bull markets was the halving of BTC — 456 days before which the
market bottomed, followed by a steady increase and an upward explosion after the halving was complete.

Source: PanteraCapital
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https://dailyhodl.com/2022/11/16/pantera-capital-reveals-149000-bitcoin-price-target-heres-the-timeline/#:~:text=Source%3A%20Pantera%20Capital
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The next halving date will happen between February 2024 and June 2024, and some experts predict that the
market will begin recovering as early as next year. Still, the increased correlation between crypto and traditional
markets has been evident in recent months, and a global recession can be an obstacle (or a catalyst?) in 2023.

In conclusion, periods of massive drawdowns are expected in the current market cycle dynamic of crypto, making
the 2022 crypto winter unavoidable. On the bright side, historical patterns indicate a bullish period starting within
6–18 months.

The Big Picture Remains

Holders With At Least 1 BTC Reached 1 Million
While the market lost trillions of dollars, Bitcoin maxis took the opportunity to “stack some sats,” increasing the
number of BTC holders with at least 1 whole bitcoin to nearly 1 million.

Addresses with a balance of at least 1 BTC rose to 1M, while the total supply held by long-term holders increased.

A more important metric is the total supply held by long-term holders in Bitcoin. Currently, it is at an all-time
high, showing a solid increase in value investing during the 2022 crypto winter.

That is important because asset managers (ex. BlackRock — $10T+ AUM) and whole governments are pivoting
their way into crypto. Keeping the market decentralized in the hands of everyday people is vital.

The community did well here in 2022.

After covering the big picture, it is time to break down 2022 into quarters to understand better the series of
events that got the market where it is today. For each quarter, we will include the most valuable lessons
learned.
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Q1 2022
At the beginning of 2022, the crypto market was already in decline, with NFTs being one of the few exceptions of
good-performing assets.

● ATH For The NFT Market (January)
NFTs reached a peak trading volume of $17B in January, driven by OpenSea’s astronomical value and
Bored Ape Yacht Club.

Source: NonFungible

● Russian-Ukrainian War Escalates (February)
In February, the Russian-Ukrainian war reignited, impacting the world’s economy. Cryptocurrency
showed one of its key utilities to the fullest — neutrality. Bitcoin was used both for donations to Ukraine
and Russia to avoid sanctions.

● President Biden Signs Long-Awaited Crypto Executive Order (March)
In March, President Joe Biden issued an executive order on the government’s control of cryptocurrencies,
urging the Federal Reserve to investigate whether it might create its digital currency.

Lessons Learned
1. Even at its peak, the cryptocurrency market accounts for 3.12% of the global GDP, making it only a tiny

portion of the global economy. While by nature, crypto can be self-sustainable due to its decentralized
technology, at the current stage, the industry is still vulnerable to macroeconomic conditions.

2. NFTs proved that separate parts of Web3 can operate as independent markets as they should in a
decentralized world. Still, it was short-lived as the NFT market tumbled over 95% after its peak in January.
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-09-28/nft-volumes-tumble-97-from-2022-highs-as-frenzy-fades-chart
https://nonfungible.com/market-tracker
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/03/03/ukraine-raises-54-million-as-bitcoin-donations-surge-amid-russian-war.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/23/business/russia-sanctions-cryptocurrency.html
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/03/09/fact-sheet-president-biden-to-sign-executive-order-on-ensuring-responsible-innovation-in-digital-assets/
https://www.investopedia.com/tech/how-much-worlds-money-bitcoin/
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Q2 2022
Both external and internal events can impact crypto, making the DeFi market an excellent “punching bag” when
things go wrong. That is precisely what happened between April and June of 2022.

Key Events
● The Collapse of Terra LUNA (April — May)

The collapse of LUNA and its stablecoin TerraUSD(UST) precipitated a $40B market crisis. A domino effect
started that caused the downfall of Three Arrows Capital (crypto hedge fund) and its creditors, including
Voyager and BlockFi. The total value locked in DeFi dropped by 50%+.

The Terra ecosystem two months before the collapse of LUNA. Source: Twitter

● The FED Started Quantitative Tightening (June)
The US Federal Reserve’s policy of money printing, also known as “quantitative easing,” played a
significant role in driving the previous global bull market. However, after the FED had printed $16.38T+,
they decided to reverse this policy through a “quantitative tightening,” which involves raising interest
rates significantly to reduce the money supply in circulation. The world went into a full bear market mode.

Lessons Learned
1. A lesson that should have been learned from the collapse of previous algorithmic stablecoins, such as Iron

— the stablecoin of Titan in 2021, is that this technology is inherently fragile and unreliable. These
uncollateralized digital assets, which attempt to peg the price of a reference asset through financial
engineering, algorithms, and market incentives, are unstable and constantly vulnerable to losses.

2. Additionally, large and robust ecosystems are not always indicators of sustainability. Terra had around
$29.09B TVL at its peak, countless partners, and 100+ upcoming dApps launches. It did not prevent the
whole structure from collapsing.
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https://www.nytimes.com/2022/05/18/technology/terra-luna-cryptocurrency-do-kwon.html
https://defillama.com/
https://twitter.com/Terrians_/status/1499629415302500355/photo/1
https://www.amarketology.com/how-the-us-government-caused-inflation-by-printing-record-amounts-of-money-in-2020-and-2021
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/06/24/why-titan-crypto-crash-that-burned-mark-cuban-may-not-signal-similar-bitcoin-plunge.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/06/24/why-titan-crypto-crash-that-burned-mark-cuban-may-not-signal-similar-bitcoin-plunge.html
https://www.vauld.com/insights/a-deep-dive-into-the-terra-ecosystem-understanding-luna-ust-and-their-business-case/
https://www.vauld.com/insights/a-deep-dive-into-the-terra-ecosystem-understanding-luna-ust-and-their-business-case/
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Q3 2022
As the crypto market was recovering from its setbacks, governments increased regulation in the space, and
significant players took the opportunity to enter the market. Coincidentally or not, one of the initially accused
causes of the Terra collapse — BlackRock*, announced their plans to release a product with crypto exposure.

*BlackRock immediately denied any associations with the collapse of LUNA/UST

Key Events
● EU Steps to Regulate Digital Assets (July)

In July, European lawmakers agreed on regulating cryptocurrencies, known as Markets in Crypto-Assets
(MiCA). This was the EU's first attempt to create a comprehensive regulatory framework for crypto.

● Blackrock Partnered With Coinbase (August)
BlackRock, the world’s largest asset management, partnered with cryptocurrency exchange Coinbase in
August, a move that would benefit both Wall Street and the cryptocurrency industry.

● The Ethereum Merge (September)
One of crypto’s most anticipated events was the transition of the Ethereum blockchain network from
Proof-of-Work (PoW) to Proof-of-Stake (PoS). On Sep 15, 2022, the so-called “Merge” was successfully
completed, reducing the energy consumption of Ethereum by ~99.95%.

Despite being the number one crypto update of the decade, the price of ETH did not reflect its significance. Source: CMC.

Lessons Learned

1. Crypto is built on Blockchain technology, and in its initial days, the only users were high-tech personas
focused on contributing to the next upgrade. Nowadays, the hype is what drives the majority of price
action.

2. Still, reducing energy consumption is one of crypto’s most significant technological updates. It will be at
the center of what future true DeFi projects will be built over.

3. Governments, institutions, and brands are making their steps in crypto, despite spending years talking
against it. Prices might be bleeding, but crypto is here to stay, and the big dogs are joining in.
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-11/citadel-securities-says-not-involved-in-terra-stablecoin-crash
https://www.klgates.com/MiCA-Overview-of-the-new-EU-crypto-asset-regulatory-framework-Part-1-11-15-2022
https://www.forbes.com/sites/stevenehrlich/2022/08/04/blackrock-picks-coinbase-to-provide-clients-with-direct-bitcoin-exposure/
https://ethereum.org/en/upgrades/merge/
https://coinmarketcap.com/
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Q4 2022
At the very end of Q3, a promising economic trend emerged. While the Euro and Pound rapidly depreciated,
investors started accumulating Bitcoin to protect their purchasing power.

“This is notable because we did not see the same trend in previous crises in 2020 or 2021”. Source: Messari

Bullish news for new partnerships and acquisitions that would speed up the mass adoption of crypto emerged.
The bear market’s end seemed close.

Those who have managed to survive the 2022 winter until that point were even willing to help. FTX CEO and
“philanthropist” Samuel Bankman-Fried (SBF) even went on a mission to bail out bankrupt crypto companies.

One of the many headlines that were putting SBF on a pedestal. Source: AFT on Oct 28, 2022.

Which was going great until FTX was the one that needed a bailout.
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https://twitter.com/dunleavy89/status/1575124045833687040
https://www.afr.com/young-rich/can-this-man-solve-crypto-s-2trn-image-problem-20220915-p5bict
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Key Events
● Google Cloud Partnered With Coinbase For Web3 Crypto Payments

A promising partnership between Google and Coinbase was announced on Oct 11, 2022, that would
enable specific customers to pay for cloud services with cryptocurrency.

● Elon Musk Bought Twitter (October)
One of the largest acquisitions of the year happened on Oct 27, 2022, when Elong Musk took over Twitter
for $44B. Memecoins like DOGE and SHIB surged, while crypto giants like Binance helped with a $500M
funding and brainstorming for the Web3 future of the platform.

● FTX, Alameda, and Its Related Companies Crashed (November)
FTX collapsed due to a lack of liquidity and mismanagement of funds, followed by many investors’
withdrawals. The value of FTX’s native token, FTT, plummeted, dragging down other coins, including
Ethereum and Bitcoin, to a two-year low on November 9. Other exchanges were impacted by the collapse
of FTX, including BlockFi, which declared bankruptcy on November 28.

“SBF’s Web of Influence Is a Tangled Mess of Investors, Investments, and Firms Stuck In Between.” Source

Lessons Learned
1. Sometimes reality can hit hard. Being likable and with good intentions on first look is dangerous. Not

being critical of a multibillion-dollar company and providing audits has its costs.

2. Decentralized finance has always been the answer to everything FTX did wrong. Transparency on the
Blockchain and hard-coded rules that can’t have loopholes after proper audits are the real future of
money.

3. Mass adoption is growing daily, and everyone is joining Web3. The “dot com bubble” phase of crypto was
perhaps unavoidable, but now it is time to build sustainable projects beyond the hype.
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https://www.coinbase.com/blog/announcing-coinbase-google-cloud
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-63402338
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-63402338
https://www.reuters.com/technology/musk-provide-choice-different-versions-twitter-2022-10-29/
https://www.investopedia.com/binance-invests-in-twitter-6822895
https://www.investopedia.com/binance-invests-in-twitter-6822895
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The Big Takeaway From 2022
Market cycles come and go, but the big picture remains in crypto. The desire for decentralized payments, Web3
experience, and self-custody financing reached the point of no return and are here to stay.

Before 2022, DeFi grew exponentially, leaving room for mistakes we had to learn the hard way this year.
Nevertheless, technological advancement remains the number one driver of progress in crypto, even when prices
don’t reflect it immediately.

Central bank digital currencies (CBDC) and false Ce(̶D̶ e̶)̶Fi projects will continue attempting to steal the spotlight
from crypto. Still, Blockchain will remain the disruptive technology upon which true decentralized financial
systems will be built in 2023.

And what do you expect from the year to come?

Bonus: We just published a complimentary article on the top crypto projects that
won and lost in 2022. Link on Medium.
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2.2 Moving Forward In 2023. Web3 Trends To Look For.
Crypto and DeFi melted in 2022, but the demand in Web3 is just starting to gain traction. In the past twelve
months, the interest in Web3-related searches has remained within 30% from the peak in late 2021, and the next
uptrend might be on its way.

Below is a list of 9 of the Web3 trends that currently are gaining momentum and will be part of 2023’s growth.

1. Social DeFi

2. DeFi/Crypto Risk Insurance

3. NFT Liquidity Tools

4. Advanced Trading Tools For DEX

5. Rise of Move-to-Earn Apps

6. Mainstream Brand NFTs

7. Transparency

8. Market Consolidation

9. Regulatory Compliance

Continue reading for a detailed breakdown of each one.
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1. Social DeFi
Crypto, by nature, is anonymous, but that doesn’t mean it should be anti-social. Ever since the early days of the
internet, people have used nicknames to identify themselves online. Similarly, in Web3, 0x… addresses are used to
identify cryptocurrency wallets.

An example address on the Ethereum network (Binance 7)

Current addresses are often lengthy, complex strings of letters and numbers that are difficult for humans to
remember and associate with a specific person or company.

This lack of social connection between a raw 0x… address and a person’s identity on the internet has led to the
development of a new branch in decentralized finance (DeFi), known as “social DeFi.”

If you are using Coinbase Wallet, you recently got an update for a Decentralized ID personalization.

Social DeFi refers to a range of apps and platforms that aim to make it easier for people to connect and interact
with each other using cryptocurrency. Some of the critical features of social DeFi include:

● Personalized 0x addresses: Apps like DeBank and ENS allow users to personalize their 0x addresses into
something more human-readable, like a username. This makes it easier for people to identify and
remember each other’s wallets.

● Messaging wallet owners + wallet follows: Apps like DeBank allow users to message the wallet owners or
to follow specific wallets and get notified about their activity. In my opinion, this is a killer feature that
enables a whole new world of social trading.

● Dapp notifications: Also, some B2B solutions, like https://notifi.network/ emerge that allow crypto projects
to enable notifications for the users of their dApps.
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● Social feeds and communities: Platforms like DeBank offer social feeds and communities related to
specific wallets or projects. These platforms allow users to stay up-to-date with the latest DeFi space
developments and connect with like-minded individuals who share their interests.

● DAO aggregators: Apps like Zapper make it easier for users to discover and participate in decentralized
autonomous organizations (DAOs), decentralized, blockchain-based organizations that allow users to
come together and make collective decisions about allocating funds or resources.

Screenshot of Ethereum founder Vitalik Buterin’s wallet via Zapper.

Usernames = NFTs?
Telegram recently launched Fragment — a marketplace for Telegram usernames and virtual phone numbers.

Auctions page on Fragment
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This creates a completely new market for all social media account owners. Instead of something relatively
meaningless that you set and forget, your username becomes a valuable asset, one of its kind, like an NFT. It is still
relatively illiquid, but platforms like Fragment make it easy to cash out.

Currently, Fragment offers only Telegram usernames, but looking into the future, you can already see all kinds of
things trading there: from handles on major socials like Twitter/Instagram/Snapchat to character nicknames on
World of Warcraft servers to even maybe license plate numbers.

Elon Musk recently announced that Twitter plans to delete 1.5B inactive accounts freeing up username handles.
This kind of “purge” will free up a lot of valuable real estate on the platform and create an opportunity to snipe
some of the appealing usernames with the expectation to resell them later for a considerable gain.

Other major web2 social apps adopting Web3
Twitter was one of the first major social media platforms to integrate web3 features focusing on NFTs. Early in
2022, they added the possibility to set an NFT as a profile picture for all Twitter Blue paid subscribers. In a recent
update from October 2022, the developers added the ability for users to trade NFTs directly from tweets.

Back in November 2021, Twitter formed its internal Web3 development division, and with Binance recently
investing $500M in Twitter, you would expect more Web3 features integrated into the app.

Instagram is expected to follow suit since the platform is owned by Meta which recently pivoted into building
products for the metaverse. Instagram already allows users to mint and sell NFTs directly through the app, with
more features coming along in 2023.

Globalization of Social DeFi In 2023?
Overall, social DeFi has the potential to bring people together in a previously impossible way and to create new
opportunities for collaboration and innovation in the cryptocurrency space.

Source: Crypto.com

The number of unique active wallets interacting with Social dApps has risen by over 1250% in 2022, and it is
projected to keep increasing in 2023 with the increased demand for web3 identities.
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2. DeFi/Crypto Risk Insurance
Investing in DeFi and cryptocurrency can yield outsized returns, but it also comes with inherent risks such as
hacks, exploits, rug pulls, and scams. Many investors are turning to insurance to mitigate these risks and protect
their assets, especially after 2022’s LUNA and FTX incidents.

Insurance.io’s dashboard shows that over $11.5M in claims were paid as of Dec 12, 2022.

On platforms like Insurace.io, Nexusmutual.io, or Neptunemutual, you can ensure your wallet from anything in
DeFi from a hack of a particular protocol, stablecoin de-peg, or insolvency of a centralized exchange for about
0.2–0.9%/month depending on a product type.

An example of a basket of added policies in the Insurance.io app covering stablecoin de-pegging and smart contract
vulnerabilities.
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Key Facts:
● DeFi and crypto risk insurance offers protection against DeFi-related risks such as hacks of particular

protocols, stablecoin de-pegs, and insolvency of CEXs

● Premiums for these insurance products range from 0.2–0.9% per month, depending on the product type

● Coverage periods for these insurance products are currently between <10 to 90 days.

● Protection coverage is currently limited, and most products are sold out

As we can see from the above points, the crypto insurance niche is still in its infancy and there are many things to
improve: liquidity, capital efficiency, product availability, and costs, all of which are expected to see more light in
2023.

DeFi/Crypto Insurance Forecast for 2023
In 2023, we can expect to see more liquidity flow into DeFi and crypto risk insurance products as traditional
investors seek additional protection for their assets

Furthermore, on a macro level, the global insurance market has a capitalization of $5.93T and is forecasted to increase to over
$8T by 2026, according to Statista.

Web3 insurance can offer protection against the inherent risks of investing in decentralized finance (DeFi) and
cryptocurrency. As traditional investors continue to embrace DeFi and crypto, demand for risk insurance products
is expected to increase.
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3. NFT Liquidity Tools
NFT liquidity has been a longstanding issue in the world of Web3. These assets are notoriously illiquid, making it
difficult for owners to convert them into cash.

However, some protocols, like Sudoswap, attempt to solve this problem by creating pools where NFTs can be
bought and sold instantly. This would allow users to easily exchange their NFTs for something more liquid, like a
floor place, if needed.

An example of trade on Sudoswap. Source.

OpenSea and Uniswap have recently acquired NFT aggregator services, gem.xyz and Genie, respectively, which
plan to utilize Sudoswap’s liquidity to facilitate NFT trading. By making it easier to buy and sell NFTs, these efforts
could increase the liquidity of the NFT market, making it more appealing to investors and collectors. Overall,
developing liquidity solutions for NFTs is an essential mechanism in Web3.

Disclaimer: This article is not intended to serve as financial advice. The sole objective is to provide an educational perspective on the current state
of Web3 and to identify trends that are gaining momentum. Investing in products, tokens, or company shares associated with these trends will
not necessarily result in financial gain. Always conduct your own research and seek the advice of a financial professional.
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What’s Next For NFT Liquidity Tools In 2023?
Liquidity tools will stabilize the NFT market in 2023 and ultimately create a better Web3 infrastructure for users
and investors. Marketplaces will become more liquid and NFT prices more predictable.

Data source: Dune.

Gem.xyx was undoubtedly the leader in NFT aggregators, but currently, Blur is taking over the spot on various
metrics.

An excellent example from outside of crypto is Masterworks, which offers options for everyday investors to own a
fraction of expensive traditional art for a lower cost by purchasing paintings and registering them with the SEC as
IPOs (and selling shares of them for as little as $20).

4. Advanced Trading Tools For DEX
One of the main barriers to the widespread adoption of decentralized exchanges (DEXs) has been the need for
advanced trading tools, such as stop-loss functionality.

However, several protocols are working to address this issue, with dYdX being one example. In addition to the lack
of stop-loss functionality, liquidity and slippage/frontrunning have also been issues for traders on DEXs.

To address these challenges, platforms like Hashflow are innovating in DEX liquidity models by bringing market
makers into the mix and allowing them to generate liquidity. These efforts aim to minimize slippage to as close to
zero percent as possible, or at least to levels comparable to centralized exchanges (CEXs).
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Breakdown on how a bridgeless cross-chain swap works on Hashflow. Source: ConsenSys

Overall, the development of advanced DEX trading tools is an important trend in the world of Web3, as it will help
to make DEXs more user-friendly and competitive with CEXs.

Upcoming DEX Upgrades in 2023
After the collapse of the centralized exchange FTX, other CEXs saw a tremendous amount of outflow in favor of
decentralized exchanges. As one of the more obvious ongoing Web3 trends is the increasing wave of new DeFi
users, it will be of utmost importance for DEXs to keep improving their UI/UX and their assortment of advanced
trading tools.

The relative performance of DEX vs. CEX tokens. DEX basket gained 24%, while CEX went down 2%. Source: Delphi Digital
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5. Rise of Move-to-Earn Apps
Move-to-earn, a trend that rewards users with cryptocurrency, non-fungible tokens, or points for working out, is
gaining momentum and is expected to continue into 2023.

This innovative way of exercising has caught the attention of Olympic athlete Usain Bolt, who has partnered with
the recently launched Step App, which allows users to earn NFTs and crypto for physical activities. The popularity
of move-to-earn apps is on the rise, offering a new and engaging way for people to earn while staying active.

The landscape of move-to-earn projects. Source: solana_daily

Other apps with similar mechanics
More fitness web3 apps use similar mechanics that combine NFTs, cryptocurrencies, GPS, and GameFi.

● Dance-to-earn projects like Rapty.app and Dansa
● Workout-track-earn apps like MetaGym
● Cycle-to-earn projects like BikeN and BikeRush
● … there is probably a Web3 app for any other sport you can think of

Forecast For 2023
The inflow of new users might have slowed down on the leading move-to-earn apps, but that is also due to the
winter season in the Northern atmosphere. As spring approaches and people increase their activity, it is expected
to see quicker growth again.

Disclaimer: This is not financial advice. This report is strictly educational and does not provide investment advice, solicit the purchase or sale of
any assets, or encourage readers to make financial decisions. Please use caution and conduct independent research.
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6. Mainstream Brand NFTs
NFTs have gained widespread attention in recent years as a new form of a digital asset. They are unique,
one-of-a-kind items that cannot be exchanged for other items of equal value. While NFTs were initially
popularized in art, they have since gained traction in various industries, including sports, music, and gaming.

Donald Trump’s NFT Collection Sold Out Within First Day of Launch. Source: MarketWatch

One exciting development in the world of NFTs has been the emergence of branded NFTs. These NFTs are
created by or associated with well-known brands, companies, or celebrities. Branded NFTs offer fans and
collectors the opportunity to own a piece of their favorite brand or celebrity, and they can be used to promote and
engage with fans in new and innovative ways.

Sports NFTs
With 2022 being the year of the FIFA World Cup, we saw many footballers and teams launch their NFT collections.
For now, the most popular option for owning licensed digital cards in the form of NFTs is Sorare.

People can use and trade the three main categories of digital cards on Sorare.

Sports cards have long been a beloved collectible, with fans gathering physical cards featuring their favourite
players and teams. More recently, digital sports cards in video games like FIFA’s Ultimate Team have gained
popularity. Now, the collectible industry is turning to NFTs, non-fungible tokens, as a new medium for sports card
representation and trading.
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Commercial Brand NFTs
Top brands also use NFTs to build awareness and align with broader marketing. Coca-Cola, for example, used
NFTs as a marketing tool in July 2021, selling a batch of collectibles in an online auction for $575,883.61.

The new wave of mainstream brand NFTs is expected to increase its share in the overall NFT market in 2023,
which is currently dominated by PFPs (profile picture) type of NFTs.

Both Coca-Cola and Nike have pivoted their ways into branded NFTs space.

Forecast For Mainstream Brand NFTs in 2023
Brand and sports NFTs are expected to continue their upward trend through 2023 due to the overall growth of
Web3. The increasing adoption of blockchain technology and the desire for unique DeFi products as a source of
income and a distinctive trademark are likely to drive this trend.

The Total NFT Revenue by 12 leading brands is $269,296,900. Source: Dune Analytics

Disclaimer: This article is not intended to serve as financial advice. The sole objective is to provide an educational perspective on the current state
of Web3 and to identify trends that are gaining momentum. Investing in products, tokens, or company shares associated with these trends will
not necessarily result in financial gain. Always conduct your own research and seek the advice of a financial professional.
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7. Transparency
Many cryptocurrency projects have historically been vague about their operations, internal workings, finances,
team, and partnerships. However, recent events, such as those involving FTX, have caused an increased focus on
transparency in the crypto industry.

An example of how a CeFi loophole was allowed due to lack of transparency. Source: PanteraCapital

As a result, many projects are now taking steps to be more transparent.

Actions taken
● Increase in doxxed teams (members’ identities are known)

● More projects publish all the owned project wallets/treasury addresses

● Some companies organize independent DAOs with community members to govern decisions related to
treasury management

● An upsurge of public roadmaps that allow the community to participate

● More projects make product updates public and report progress on them

● Rise of announcements of important internal project decisions

● Founding teams share their mistakes publicly (if any) and lessons learned

● Companies announce the connections with relevant investors, associations, and all project-involved
stakeholders

● CEOs/founders actively participate in the community, maintaining blogs/Twitter, going on podcasts,
doing AMAs
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One Click Crypto is an example of a web3 company that has always been transparent in its product developments. Read the
2023 roadmap here.

Furthermore, there is an increase in publically available monitoring tools:
● Exchange proof of reserves is everywhere (Coinmarketcap, DefiLlama)

● All the data related to dApps and DeFi protocols is public on-chain and easily verifiable (DefiLlama, Dune
Analytics), so there is no point in hiding/lying about certain information

● This trend will accelerate as legit projects aim to gain more trust from the community/investors.

● Shady projects will raise a lot of concerns. The community will start to notice red flags from early on

Chainlink’s Proof of Reserve (PoR) is an example that builds upon these concepts to provide a customized solution for Web3.

This trend towards transparency is accelerating as legitimate projects strive to gain the community’s and
investors’ trust. Meanwhile, less transparent projects will raise red flags and be seen as untrustworthy. It is crucial
for cryptocurrency projects to be transparent to build trust with their community and investors.
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Will The Transparency Tendency Keep up In 2023?
The collapse of FTX had some positive outcomes, including increased awareness in the crypto industry.
Governmental regulatory action, the loss of client trust, and capital outflows prompted centralized exchanges and
other crypto projects to become more transparent.

A recently introduced tool on DefiLlama shows the current state of proof-of-reserves of top CEXs.

One of the first steps towards transparency was the introduction of proof-of-reserves data. Top analysis firms have
also added tools to make tracking these metrics easier, making it harder for companies to hide.

On Dec 1, 2022, Glassnode also introduced its Proof-of-Reserves Exchange Metrics.
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8. Market Consolidation (Acquisitions/Partnerships)
With the continuous bear market, industry leaders acquire smaller companies that struggle to survive. This trend
can be observed in the NFT space with Uniswap acquiring liquidity aggregator Genie, and Open Sea purchasing
Gem.xyz.

Also, partnerships between existing projects are getting established to weather the crypto winter together.

The number of cryptocurrencies worldwide has consolidated at the beginning of 2022, eventually leading to a decline in
November 2022. Source: Statista.

During bear markets, financing can be tight, and the hype around the industry may dissipate. In these
circumstances, smaller projects may turn to partnerships as a free marketing tool to increase their visibility and
reach. On the other hand, larger projects may be more willing to engage in partnerships or acquisitions with
smaller projects when there is less hype and competition in the market.

An example of market consolidation in the cryptocurrency industry is the recent partnership between Balancer
and Aave for the exchange of governance tokens and the introduction of common pools. Both of these projects
are well-established in the industry, but by joining forces, they can expand their reach and offer even more value
to their users.

Twitter thread outlining the recent Aave-Balancer governance proposal

Will The Trend Continue In 2023?
Partnerships and acquisitions can provide access to new resources, technologies, and user bases, which can help
projects to survive and thrive in the long term. If the market continues to consolidate, partnerships and
acquisitions will likely continue..
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9. Regulatory Compliance
Another increasingly crucial element of crypto as governments worldwide seek more oversight and transparency.

In the United States:
The recent FTX case has highlighted the need for crypto projects to be prepared for additional scrutiny from
regulators. The US Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) chairman, Rostin Behnam, has called on
lawmakers to create a regulatory framework for digital assets following the collapse of the cryptocurrency
exchange.

Behnam told the Senate Agriculture Committee that the CFTC, which does not have the power to regulate spot
markets, is “hamstrung” by its inability to register cash market exchanges.

He also said that the CFTC had no legal authority to examine any of FTX’s other entities and had no visibility into
their operations. Behnam has previously called on lawmakers to give the CFTC more authority to regulate digital
assets.

To get the most significant Crypto updates, including regulatory changes, subscribe to the One Click Letter.

In Europe:
The MiCA (Markets in Crypto-Assets) regulation is set to be introduced in 2023. On October 10, 2022, the European
Parliament’s Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee voted overwhelmingly in favor of the regulation, paving
the way for a vote by the entire European Parliament before the end of the year.

If passed, the law will allow providers of digital wallets and other crypto services to sell their products across the
EU, provided they register with national authorities and meet minimum guarantees for investor protection and
financial stability. The MiCA bill also requires crypto issuers to publish a white paper with information about their
project.

There are some concerns about limits on stablecoins and whether the rules will apply to non-fungible tokens
(NFTs). In addition, the EU is considering a digital finance strategy, a Digital Operational Resilience Act (DORA),
and a DLT pilot regime for wholesale uses to strengthen regulatory compliance and ensure the stability and
security of the cryptocurrency industry.

What Does It Mean For Crypto Investors in 2023?
Founders of Web3 companies are likely to face stricter regulatory scrutiny and may need to acquire additional
licenses to operate in 2023. The crypto incidents of 2022 have spurred regulatory institutions worldwide to take
action, and this trend is expected to continue.

Conclusion
With the widespread adoption of blockchain technology, Web3 has become the frontier of innovation for
entrepreneurs and builders.

The industry is still in its infancy and rapidly evolving, with trends changing every month. It becomes critical to
remain ahead of the curve and stay on top of the recent market dynamics.

In 2023, we expect significant progress in social DeFi, insurance protocols, and tools for NFT liquidity. Mainstream
NFTs, move-to-earn apps, and advanced trading tools for DEX are expected to see even higher velocity.

Yet, it is also critical to pay attention to the newly introduced industry regulations and stay on top of relevant
market consolidations.
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2.3 More Research
Read our latest article on the era of re-wired investors to find out how web2 + web3 enabled a new generation of
self-custodial investing. Link to Medium.

Other research articles:
The Greatest Cryptocurrency Trades and Their Success Stories
Top 7 Artificial Intelligence Investments For The 2023 Recession
AI Crypto Trading Bot With 100% Accuracy
Top 5 Crypto Trading Bots For December 2022: Performance Review
Can AI Trading Bot Beat ETH By +0.23% Daily?
AI Trading Bot: Understanding Its Behavior And Decision-Making Patterns
15 Crypto Funds 2021–2022 Performance
How Computers Became Better Wealth Managers Than Humans
Will Regulations Kill Decentralized Finance Or Save It?
World’s Richest Gamblers (Investors) — Making Billions With Mathematics
How Did AI Respond To The Terra (LUNA) Meltdown?
The Impact Of Inflation On The Cryptocurrency Market
Time In The Market Vs. Timing The Market: Why Even Long-Term Holders Lose Money In Crypto
Investing During A Bear Market: How To Not Lose Your Money In Crypto
Can Bitcoin Solve The Money Problem? Why Money Is Dead.
DeFi Trends In 2022 Web3. Is The Future Of Finance On The Blockchain?
Should You Invest In Funds? Real State Of Wealth Management Market in 2022.
What Strategy Saves The Most Money During a 50% Ethereum Drop?
Making Money In Crypto: 10 Proven Tactics For Effective Cryptocurrency Investing.
AI/ML In 2022. Why investing in tech projects will set you apart for a lifetime.
AI In Cryptocurrency Trading: The Big Picture
Can AI Outperform The Bear Market?
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Part 3: One Click Crypto

3.1 Our 2022 Journey
2022 has been turbulent for the crypto industry, and it has also been transformative for One Click. Our company
has undergone multiple changes and achieved important milestones, from launching an NFT collection on
Solana to an institutional trading bot offering and the announcement of the DeFi platform later this year.

Below is a timeline of our most significant highlights of the year.

Product Hunt Launch
On Apr 21, 2022, we were listed on Product Hunt —  a website that features new products, mainly in the tech
industry. It's an excellent resource for companies to showcase and launch their products to a community of early
adopters and tech enthusiasts. Products can be upvoted and given feedback.

At the time of the listing, One Click Crypto was still One Button Trading, focusing on producing AI-powered
software for crypto traders and retail investors.

At its peak ranking for the day, our listing almost stayed in the top 3 overall.

Our listing ranked number one for #crypto, #fintech, #web3 & #investing during the day of our Product Hunt
campaign. Our users did a phenomenal job helping us by spreading the word and actively participating online.
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One Button Capital Rebrand
On May 19, 2022, we made a significant shift in the direction of our company. One Button Trading officially
became One Button Capital, and with that, we underwent a full rebranding of our website, platform, and image.

Vision:
One of our main goals with this rebranding was to drastically simplify the front-end design of our product,
making it easier for our users to navigate and use. We also implemented AI-based algorithms on the backend to
optimize portfolios for our users. Additionally, we made the decision to remove all middlemen between investors
and our product, allowing for a more natural and efficient investment process for those who don’t want to choose
market pairs, allocation amounts, and AI trading strategy by themselves.

The OB Capital Lite app version was born. Simplifying AI crypto investing by providing a 3-step one-click solution.

Regarding technology, we continued working on new AI trading strategies like Explorer, which was released in
June. Our vision for One Button Capital was to provide full diversification of portfolios through our OBC System,
which continues to be the case with our DeFi focus currently (more on that in a bit).

We also shifted our marketing efforts to focus more on attracting institutional investors to increase our assets
under management and gain more exposure in the B2B financial markets. In our offline marketing campaign, we
visited over XXX countries, including Dubai, Singapore, Bali, Germany, and the United Kingdom.
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Content Pipeline Launch: Weekly Letter, Monthly Reports
In 2022, we doubled down on our content marketing. We’ve added two types of recurring content to our pipeline.

1) Weekly Newsletters (32 in total; one each Monday)
On May 23, 2022, we sent out our first weekly letter covering the aftermath of Terra’s collapse.

Since then, we’ve produced 32 weekly letters covering mainly crypto’s latest news and the global macroeconomic
environment. Recently we began to analyze the top DeFi trends/news in further depth. Our newsletter is first sent
out through email (subscribe) and then further distributed to our blogs and social media to over 25,000 followers.

2) Monthly Reports (8 including this one)
On Jun 3, 2022, we shared our first monthly report with our email subscribers. It was a 34-page PDF that set the
stage for all future releases. Since then, we’ve consistently covered each month and sent it to our subscribers
within a few days after each month’s end. Our research progressively built from 101 foundation topics to more
in-depth detailed analysis on subjects ranging from institutional asset management to AI, DeFi, and Web3 trends.

We further distributed our research in a shortened format through Blog and Medium articles.

Our online content generated over 60,000 organic views, with articles ranking highly on search engines like
Google. Our weekly newsletter is frequently ranked top 3 under the “Crypto News” tag on Medium.
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Institutional Asset Management Product Launch (20 Customers, $12M AUM)
This year, we expanded our AI portfolio management strategies to institutional clients, high-net-worth individuals,
hedge funds, and family offices. By fine-tuning the models for larger investment amounts, we attracted more
than 20 institutional customers. We achieved significant results and capital growth, reaching $12.4M in assets
under management on the app at its peak.

Events
This year’s PR and marketing efforts were fruitful for One Click Crypto.

Our team connected with thousands of other crypto enthusiasts through 8+ events across Asia and Europe while
we also continued building our online presence. During the summer, we had the pleasure of having a Crypto Tour
in Asia, which expanded our reach in one of the fastest-growing cryptocurrency regions.

After One Click Crypto’s campaigns in Singapore, Bali, and Dubai, it was time for the company to return to its
home continent, Europe. Specifically, One Click was pleased to attend one of the most important Web3 events of
the year, TOKEN2049, between Nov 9–10 in London and the Next Block Expo between Nov 23-24 in Berlin.
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One Click Rebrand
On Oct 25, 2022, One Button Capital rebranded as One Click Crypto to better reflect its focus on the complete
blockchain ecosystem and for high-level strategic and aesthetic purposes. The rebranding also aimed to make
the project more discoverable and avoid confusion with VCs.

To bring the One Click user experience to cryptocurrencies even closer, we expanded on our initial vision with a
set of Web3 products aimed at bringing value to everyone, even non-crypto natives.

A Glimpse on the One Click AI dApp

Our platform will utilize artificial intelligence tools to analyze web2 and web3 and make investment
recommendations based on DEX data from DEXs from 20+ blockchains. Users will be able to easily get exposure
in the top coins with just one click, and our non-custodial system will allow them to purchase crypto using a
credit card or bank account without the need to register. Fiat and stablecoins will be automatically allocated to
the assets with the highest expected return for those who want to use yield-generating services.

Read our 2023 Product Roadmap to learn more about One Click Staking, One Click DEX, and other One Click software.

Decentralized applications (dApps) are expected to significantly contribute to the next DeFi boom cycle. By
providing user-friendly, visually appealing interfaces for accessing blockchain-based financial services, dApps will
facilitate the widespread adoption of DeFi and accelerate the growth of the industry. One Click is excited to be a
leader in this space, offering its users the full benefits of this technology in a simplified manner.
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1CC Token Announcement
On Oct 25, 2022, we also announced the launch of 1CC — a deflationary ERC-20 token that will power the One
Click Crypto economy. The token will offer a range of benefits to holders, including zero trading fees on One Click
Trade, automatic purchases on One Click Invest, and improved yields on One Click Stake and Farm.

It will also enhance yields, reduce One Click Treasury Management fees, and provide cashback on purchases
made with One Click Card. Read about the whole 1CC ecosystem here.

1CC token allocations as of Dec 30, 2022. For the latest update, always check the numbers here.

The primary drivers of demand for 1CC are its utility in accessing premium features and strategies in One Click
Crypto products and its burn mechanism. To use One Click Crypto to its full potential, users will need to hold a
certain amount of 1CC in their linked wallets, with the amount depending on the access tier. Yield providers also
need to hold a minimum amount of 1CC to be featured on One Click Invest. 1CC will be available for purchase on
the open market or from the Ecosystem & Partnerships allocation.
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Increased Focus On DeFi
On Dec 9, 2022, One Click Crypto outlined a roadmap for developing its One Click decentralized finance (DeFi)
products. The roadmap is divided into four phases:

● One Click Decentralized – focus on integrating protocols on the ETH chain and launching 1CC staking
● One Click Customized – introduce a Robo-advisory engine, AI oracles, and dynamic rebalancing
● One Click Governed – implementation of a governance model that allows external portfolio managers

and yield providers to submit their strategies to be featured on the network
● One Click Unleashed – bringing DeFi to the masses by launching complementary products, such as a

wallet and card, and integrating with major fintech and banking apps.

The existing One Click product, a non-custodial Algo trading product, has proven successful in user-friendliness,
reliability, returns, and track record but is reliant on centralized exchanges, which restricts its scaling potential.

Click here to read in detail. XXX

Plans For 2023
The 2022 correction was tough but necessary. It weeded out many bad actors and weak hands from the market,
clearing the playing field for the new generation of products and innovators.

2023 will be the year of opportunities for many smart investors and web3 product builders. One Click, with the
launch of the DeFi Robo-advisory product, is going to bring more transparency and reliability to the industry
and continue providing value to all users.
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3.2 AI Crypto Trading 2022 Performance

Aggregated Performance in December and 2022.
In December, the aggregated performance of One Click Crypto’s trading strategies was -4.05%, while in
comparison Bitcoin (BTC) and Ethereum (ETH) performed at -6.73% and -7.72% respectively.

Source: 1CC app

Overall, in 2022 BTC and ETH suffered tremendously, sending the whole crypto market to a nearly -70% drop.
Bitcoin lost -64.01%, while Ethereum crashed by -67.34%. AI was a life savior to many investors, especially during
the Luna meltdown. One Click Crypto’s trading strategies end the year at -14.05% YoY.

Source: 1CC app

Disclaimer: This article is not intended to serve as financial advice. The sole objective is to provide an educational perspective on the current state
of Web3 and to identify trends that are gaining momentum. Investing in products, tokens, or company shares associated with these trends will
not necessarily result in financial gain. Always conduct your own research and seek the advice of a financial professional.
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Best Performing AI Trading Bots In December 2022
In December, the best hedging tools against the market in One Click’s assortment were Performer v1 (P1) at
-0.13%, Clipper at -2.91%, and Solar at -3.65% ROI.

Source: 1CC app

Best-Performing Market Pairs In December 2022
Performer v2 managed to profit by +29.04% in LUNC: BUSD in December, while P1 gained +5.61% and +5.16% on
MATIC: BUSD and ETH: BUSD, respectively.

Source: 1CC app
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Historical Track Record

Outperforming Bitcoin

One Click Crypto vs. BTC Jan 15, 2021 - Dec 29, 2022. Source: 1CC Internal Stats

The graph focuses on the average performance of all BTC trading strategies on One Click Crypto. The AI-managed
BTC outshines the underlying asset by +59.76% over 23 months, showing a positive long-term trend.

One Click Crypto’s long-term results against Bitcoin:

1CC: +2.57% | BTC: -57.19%

Outperforming Ethereum

One Click Crypto vs. ETH Jan 14, 2021 - Dec 29, 2022. 1CC Internal Stats

The AI-managed Ethereum strategy outperformed ETH by +149.73% over 23 months, with an even stronger
long-term projection trend than Bitcoin.

One Click Crypto’s long-term results against Ethereum:

1CC: +146.79% | ETH: -2.94%
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More AI Crypto Trading Case Studies
Bellow is a collection of our AI crypto trading case studies in 2022.

Links:
● AI Crypto Trading Bot With 100% Accuracy
● Can AI Trading Bot Beat ETH By +0.23% Daily?
● How Did AI Respond To The Terra (LUNA) Meltdown?
● What Strategy Saves The Most Money During a 50% Ethereum Drop?
● 35 Case Studies Of Bitcoin vs. AI/ML Trading Bots
● Can AI Outperform The Bear Market?

BONUS:
Our two articles on 1CC’s investment thesis and the reasoning behind AI portfolio management technology.

Disclaimer: This article is not intended to serve as financial advice. The sole objective is to provide an educational perspective on the current state
of Web3 and to identify trends that are gaining momentum. Investing in products, tokens, or company shares associated with these trends will
not necessarily result in financial gain. Always conduct your own research and seek the advice of a financial professional.
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Final Word
The 2022 crypto bear market became highly associated with the dot-com bubble of 2001.

Both periods' rapid rise and collapse of companies saw unprecedented speculation and skepticism among all
layers of investing and society. Now, twenty years after the Internet boom, the world can’t live without this
revolutionary technology. Over 71% of small businesses have a website, and the amount of computer data
doubles every two years, according to Moore’s Law.

However, a less common fact is that the Nasdaq composite needed 15 years to recover after the early 2000s crisis
before eventually getting into a five-year 200%+ rally in 2016-2021 (Web2’s peak).

Does that mean the long Web3 summer will be somewhere in 2037? More likely not. A decade-long stagnation
for the cryptocurrency market might not happen, thanks to the rapid developments in Blockchain and DeFi in
recent years. The exponential rise of AI/ML case studies we see every day will be another leading contributor to a
shorter bear cycle for the tech industry as a whole, as machines are working alongside humans now.

The only question is, can we get a catalyst as early as 2023?

All the best,
Max Yampolsky, CEO at One Click Crypto,
ir@oneclick.fi
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One Click Crypto in Media
● Interview of One Click Crypto at Crypto Expo Dubai 2022
● One Click Crypto at Crypto Expo Asia 2022
● AI and ML-powered Crypto Trading Review
● OBT Officially Listed on Coinstore
● AI Trading Bots Outperform HODLing?
● OneButton NFTs Available for Minting, OBT Lists on Singapore-based Cryptocurrency Exchange Coinstore
● One Click Crypto Trading - Letting AI Technology Maximize Your Portfolio
● One Click Crypto Partners with Blockster, Its AI-Powered Trading Bots Outperforms the Crypto Market
● Deep Dive with One Click Crypto Trader
● One Click Crypto TOKEN - $OBT - HOW TO BUY WITH PANCAKE SWAP USING METAMASK AND KUCOIN
● The Biggest AI Crypto Trading Platform Is About To Shut Its Doors

One Click Crypto Resources
Subscribe to our newsletter to get updated on the latest news and price changes in crypto, as well as our most
recent performance and product updates.

● Our Insights:
One Click Crypto (1CC) Tokenomics
One Button Capital becomes One Click Crypto
Why Did We Start A Crypto Trading Company?
I’m officially giving in… to the AI
One Click Crypto Investment Thesis
AI Portfolio Management Technology

● Monthly Reports:
September 2022: One Click Crypto Report
August 2022: One Click Crypto Report
July 2022: One Click Crypto Report
June 2022: One Click Crypto Report
May 2022: One Click Crypto Report

● Articles:
AI Crypto Trading Bot With 100% Accuracy
Top 5 Crypto Trading Bots For December 2022: Performance Review
Can AI Trading Bot Beat ETH By +0.23% Daily?
AI Trading Bot: Understanding Its Behavior And Decision-Making Patterns
15 Crypto Funds 2021–2022 Performance
How Computers Became Better Wealth Managers Than Humans
Will Regulations Kill Decentralized Finance Or Save It?
World’s Richest Gamblers (Investors) — Making Billions With Mathematics
How Did AI Respond To The Terra (LUNA) Meltdown?
How Computers Became Better Wealth Managers Than Humans
Will Regulations Kill Decentralized Finance Or Save It?
World’s Richest Gamblers (Investors) — Making Billions With Mathematics
How Did AI Respond To The Terra (LUNA) Meltdown?
The Impact Of Inflation On The Cryptocurrency Market
Time In The Market Vs. Timing The Market: Why Even Long-Term Holders Lose Money In Crypto
Investing During A Bear Market: How To Not Lose Your Money In Crypto
Can Bitcoin Solve The Money Problem? Why Money Is Dead.
DeFi Trends In 2022 Web3. Is The Future Of Finance On The Blockchain?
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Should You Invest In Funds? Real State Of Wealth Management Market in 2022.
What Strategy Saves The Most Money During a 50% Ethereum Drop?
Making Money In Crypto: 10 Proven Tactics For Effective Cryptocurrency Investing.
AI/ML In 2022. Why investing in tech projects will set you apart for a lifetime.
AI In Cryptocurrency Trading: The Big Picture
Can AI Outperform The Bear Market?

● Weekly Newsletter:
Zero Network Fees on DeFi. Crypto Weekly Newsletter #032
Binance In Trouble or Not? Crypto Weekly Newsletter #031
3Commas Denies API Hack: Crypto Weekly Newsletter #030
Telegram Plans a DEX Launch: Crypto Weekly Newsletter #029
Gold and Crypto Rally: Crypto Weekly Newsletter #028
FTX: Contagious or FUD? Crypto Weekly Newsletter #027
FTX's Collapse: Crypto Weekly Newsletter #026
Stablecoin Wars: Crypto Weekly Newsletter #025
The Musk Effect: Crypto Weekly Newsletter #024
Bearish AI Signal Ahead Of Earnings Week: Weekly Newsletter #023
Google Bets On Crypto: Weekly Newsletter #022
The $570M Binance Hack: Weekly Newsletter #021
Investors Sell Euros and Pounds For BTC: Weekly Newsletter #020
Institutional Uncertainty In Crypto: Weekly Newsletter #019
Post-Merge Turmoil: Weekly Newsletter #018
Critical Week For Crypto: Weekly Newsletter #017
Refunding $10M By An Accident: Weekly Newsletter #016
Crypto Payments at 90 Million Stores: Weekly Newsletter #015
The Crypto/Stocks Correlation Continues: Weekly Newsletter #014
Crypto Spring Finally Here? Weekly Newsletter #013
$10 Trillion Exposed To Crypto. Weekly Newsletter #012
Recession Is (NOT) Here. Weekly Newsletter #011
Blockchain Month. Weekly Newsletter #010
Ethereum Soars. Weekly Newsletter #009
Bear Market Bottom? Weekly Newsletter #008
Crypto vs. Regulations. Weekly Newsletter #007
Goodbye Trading Fees. Weekly Newsletter #006
Crypto Domino Effect: Weekly Newsletter #005
Bitcoin To $23,000: Weekly Newsletter #004
No More Money Printing: Weekly Newsletter #003
Record-Breaking Crypto Fund. Weekly Newsletter #002
Terra Aftermath. Weekly Newsletter #001

● Performer AI Case Studies
What Strategy Saves The Most Money During a 50% Ethereum Drop?
35 Case Studies Of Bitcoin vs AI/ML Trading Bots
Outperform The Bear Market
How AI Trading Bots Protect Our Investors' Crypto Portfolio During Bear Markets — Performer Case Study
3 Reasons Why Performer Is The Best AI Crypto Trading Bot For 2021
Performer — AI to sell at all-time highs
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● Endeavour AI Case Studies
Endeavour AI Bot - Trained For Crushing USD Crypto Pairs

● Astral V2 AI Case Studies
The Story Of +204.18% Trading Bot. Beating Monero 3X In 4 Months — Astral v2 Case Study

● Clipper AI Case Studies
How Trading AI Made +20% Extra Profit During A Bull Run — Clipper Case Study
The 3 Musketeers Of Crypto AI Trading

● Horizon AI Case Studies
Horizon Bot — Trained to Buy Low and Sell High
How Limit Order Trading Bot Made 6X Market ROI in 65 Days — Horizon Case Study

● More case studies on our website.
● Demo videos:

The Best Crypto Trading Bot - AI Trading Bot For Bitcoin Trading
The Best Crypto Trading Bot - AI Trading Bot That WORKS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEuXkfK8RhM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5S9bdpawNU8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QTAPzvbVlGk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NyUer7NQbmE
https://www.loom.com/share/66cc7a87d35a419a812a17fa57faea38

Disclaimer: This is not financial advice. This report is strictly educational and does not provide investment advice,
solicit the purchase or sale of any assets, or encourage readers to make financial decisions. Please use caution and
conduct independent research.
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